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GEOMETRY OF SECOND-ORDER CONNECTIONS AND 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
ALEXANDR VONDRA, Brno 
(Received December 22, 1993) 
Summary. The geometry of second-order systems of ordinary differential equations rep-
resented by 2-connections on the trivial bundle prx : R x M -> R is studied. The formalism 
used, being completely utilizable within the framework of more general situations (partial 
equations), turns out to be of interest in confrontation with a traditional approach (semis-
prays), moreover, it amounts to certain new ideas and results. The paper is aimed at 
discussion on the interrelations between all types of connections having to do with integral 
sections (geodesies), integrals and symmetries of the equations studied. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The goal of the paper is to direct the attention to some less traditional aspects and 
points of view applicable to the geometry of first and second-order systems of ordinary 
differential equations represented by connections on the tangent bundle TM • TM -¥ 
M in the autonomous situation, and mainly on the trivial bundle pr^ : R x M ~¥ R in 
the time-dependent case. The equations for integral sections of connections (i.e. the 
equations solved with respect to the highest derivatives or the Pfaffian systems of 
'horizontal form') do not represent the most general situation, nevertheless, their 
role e.g. in both the autonomous and the nonautonomous mechanics is well-known. 
Consequently, the investigation of generators of such equations, called semisprays 
(or second-order differential equation fields) is very extensive (cf. [6] and references 
therein). The methods and ideas used are closely related to particular properties of 
tangent bundles and the underlying canonical structures and morphisms. It appears 
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that the absence of such tools in the general situation on fibered manifolds calls for 
the application of a more general approach, the most characteristic feature of which 
is the change 
semispray ~» 2-connection = semispray distribution 
[25], [27]. This change causes the assistance of deep theories acting on fibered mani-
folds - the theory of differential equations (e.g. [22], [26] and references therein) and 
the theory of connections (e.g. [14], [19], [20], [25] and references therein). Both the-
ories integrated additionally by the theory of natural operations (e.g. [14], [15] and 
references therein) admit a transparent description of the geometry of the systems 
studied, even for the case of partial differential equations or in higher-order theories; 
we refer to [8], [9], [17], [28], [30], [31] for details. 
The paper represents an attempt at the illustration of this approach in the partic-
ular situation of the trivial bundle prx : R x M -* R, where the developed formalism 
meets canonical tangent and related structures, hence it can stand for certain dif-
ferent points of view to the traditional results. Moreover, some new results and 
motivations appear, as well, whose possible areas of application could be for exam-
ple the theory of variational equations (e.g. [11], [16], [18]) and the formalism of 
differential forms along a map [24]. In addition, the role of connections on pr2 °7ri,0: 
R x TM —> M, studied e.g. in [1], appears to be of interest and a discussion of this 
topic will be presented in a forthcoming paper. 
All notions and results of the paper are presented in the form with the ambition for 
the work to be more or less self-contained; by T(X) we mean the module of smooth 
functions on X, all manifolds and maps are smooth and the standard summation 
convention is used. 
2. CONNECTIONS ON TM : TM -> M 
Let M be an rc-dimensional manifold, TM '• TM —> M its tangent bundle. Denote 
by (xl) or (x1,!1) local coordinates on M or the induced fibered coordinates on TM, 
respectively. The corresponding fibered coordinates on the first jet prolongation 
J1TM of TM which is the set of 1-jets of local vector fields on M will be (as*,i*,xj-), 
i.e. for v = v,d/dxl, v' = x{ o v, we have i ] o j1v = cV /dxK Recall that (TM)\ : 
J1TM -> M is again a vector bundle while according to the general theory of fibered 
manifolds, (TM)I,Q: J
1TM -> TM is an affine bundle modelled on the vector bundle 
(2.1) VTUTM®T*M -+TM, 
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where VTMTM = span{3/9 i
1 } is a subbundle of rM-vertical vectors from TTM 
(note that T*M should be considered pulled-back by TM). The sections of (2.1) are 
called soldering forms on TM ', the local expression of any such vertical tangent valued 
1-form (or equivalently a (1, l)-tensor field on M or an endomorphism on TM) is 
(2.2) tf> = fii^i®^-
There is a canonical basic soldering form 
J = 5j-—r® dx3 3 dx' 
on TM, called an almost tangent structure on TM, which finds wide application in 
the tangent bundle geometry realizing e.g. the vertical lift of vectors from TM to 
TTM. 
A (generally nonlinear) connection on TM is a section A: TM -¥ JXTM of {TM)I,O-
Local equations of A are x\ o A = ktj{x
k,xk), where AJ are the components of A 
transformed like the coordinates £*-: 
A' - A" — — - 9gi ^ xh 
3 ~~ qdx"dxJ dxidxidx* 
It is easy to see that A can be identified in particular with the tangent valued 1-form 
h\ : TM -> TTM ® T*M, called a horizontal form of A. Locally, hA = DAi ® dx\ 
where 
dx' l dxi 
for i = 1 , . . . , n, is the i-th absolute derivative with respect to A. As hA creates a 
splitting of the canonical exact sequence 
0 -> VTUTM -> TTM -^TMxMTM -> 0 
and thus it realizes a horizontal lift of vectors, a connection A on TM is identified 
with the decomposition TTM = VTUTM © HA with the horizontal subbundle HA = 
span{£>Ai}. The complementary projection vA = I - hA on TTM is called the 
vertical form of A. 
The structure of (TM)I,O implies the meaning of soldering forms on TM as deforma-
tions of connections on TM ; namely, for each pair Ai, A2 of connections, tp = hAi—hA2 
is a soldering form, and conversely, for A being a connection and <p a soldering form, 
hA + tp is a horizontal form of a connection. 
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A connection A on TM represents a (generally nonlinear) first-order system of 
partial differential equations. A global (or coordinate-free) expression is given by 
the submanifold Im(A) C J1TM, while the coordinate expression is 
for the unknown family of functions vk. The integral sections of A are thus (local) 
vector fields v on M satisfying j1v = A o v on its domain. Evidently, an equivalent 
condition for v to be an integral section of A is to be an integral mapping of the 
corresponding horizontal distribution ffA, which can be expressed by the condition 
Tv€HA. By 
M ^ 4 J1TM -> J
lTM xMTM ^
A J1TM xTM J
1TM -> VTUTM ® T*M, 
the covariant derivative VAv of a vector field v with respect to A is defined. In view 
of 
^(S-^Hś 7 ®^' 
the integral sections of A are vector fields parallel with respect to A, which means 
V\v = 0. In this arrangement, the integrability of A means that there is a uniquely 
determined maximal vector field v on M passing through each point of TM being 
ah integral section of A. Equivalent conditions are e.g. both the integrability of HA 
and the vanishing of the tangent valued 2-form 
ffA = l[hA,hA]: TM -> VTMTM ® A
2T*M 
called the curvature of A, which locally means 
8Ak 3A* . d A) dAk 
-dx7+MAi = ^ + M A i foranyM,fc = l , . . . , n . 
Let if be a soldering form (2.2) on TM- The ip-torsion Tv is another important 
notion closely related to a connection A on TM, defined again to be a tangent valued 
2-form 
% = [hA,ip]: TM -> VTMTM ® A
2T*M. 
Using a natural choice if = J, the corresponding J-torsion will be briefly called a 
torsion T of A. Locally, 
T=d4r\~®^^Axk-dxi dxl 
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There is a bijective correspondence between the connections on TM and the endo-
morphisms on TM satisfying JG = J , GJ = —J, called Grifone connections. The 
identification is expressed by G\ = 2/IA - I and a distinguished soldering form rl, 
called the tension of A, is defined by 
rl = \CCGA, 
where C = xxd/dx% is the Liouville vector field on TM and C is the Lie derivative. 
Locally, 
<2-3) « = (§*-**)£;**>• 
It appears that the above situation represents a natural generalization of the clas-
sical one concerning linear connections on M. An additional requirement for A to 
realize a vector bundle morphism between TM and (TM)I over M implies the linearity 
of A*- in xk, i.e. Aj(aj , i * ) = -Aljk(x
l)xk, where the functions A]-t are the classical 
Christoffels. By (2.3), this condition is equivalent to rl = 0. More generally, if U is 
basic, then evidently A is ajfine. 
The geodesies of a connection A on TM are the curves c: R D J -> M whose 
tangent vector field c: J ^ TM along c is parallel with respect to A, which means 
c G HA. Locally, this condition is represented by a (generally again nonlinear) system 
of second-order differential equations (ODE) for c1 = xl o c: 
(") £-V dt2 J V ' dt 7 d« ' 
Clearly, if « is an integral section of A then each integral curve c of v is a geodesic 
of A. Accordingly, for A being integrable (recall that under the condition R\ = 0, 
A is more traditionally called flat), the second-order system (2.4) is reduced to the 
first-order system dc'/ dt = vl(ck) on a certain neighbourhood of each point from 
TM. 
For a more detailed discussion on the above concepts and for the relations to the 
classical theory of linear connections we refer to [14], [20], [25] and [6]. 
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3. SEMISPRAYS ON TM AND CONNECTIONS ON TM 
When speaking of the second-order tangent bundle, we bear an (embedded) sub-
manifold T2M C TTM of those tangent vectors from TTM for which the bundle 
projections TTM and TTM coincide, in mind. Local fibered coordinates on T2M are 
[x%,xx,xl), where briefly x' = d i ' / d t = d2xl/ At2. A semispray on TM is a (global) 
section w of T2M = TTM \T
2M '• T2M -> TM, i.e. a vector field on TM of the particular 
type 
(3.1) w = x i ^ + wi(xJ:Xi)JL. 
An essential property of a semispray is that of its integral curves c: R D J -> T M , 
(3.2) c = TTM ° c. 
Consistently, a curve c: R D J —> M is called a geodesic of a semispray ru if c: 
J -> TM is an integral curve of w. Relative to (3.2), the geodesies satisfy TTM°C = c 
and the equations for them are 
d V , / j , dc* 
• d F = W l C ' ^ 
which corresponds to an alternative name for semisprays: second-order differential 
equation fields (SODE). 
A semispray w on TM is called a spray if w = [C, ui], which means that the 
components u>' of w are functions homogeneous of order two in £', i.e. 
dwl . ,• „ ,• 
T - r I J = 2 l ( j \ 
c V 
There is a uniquely determined (global) semispray w\ on TM associated to a 
connection A on TM, which is a spray in the case of A linear. Globally it can be 
defined as a generator of the one-dimensional distribution Hw = HA n T
2M, which 
locally gives 
(3.3) I 0 A = i
i A + A < j j A 
dx* 3 dxr 
and consequently A and W\ have the same geodesies. 
Moreover, the integral sections of A can be thus equivalently defined as vector 
fields on TM such that WA O V = Tv o v. 
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Conversely, if w is a semispray on TM, one might ask for connections on TM 
associated to w. It turns out (e.g. [2], [3], [5], [10]) that 
(3.4) hA = -(ITTM~CwJ) 
is a horizontal form of a canonically determined connection A with the components 
. i 1 dw* 
A> = 2diT-
Obviously, A is torsion free but generally it is not associated to w except for w being 
a spray. If this is the case, A is linear with a zero strong torsion T, which is a 
soldering form 
r = iwT-n, 
locally expressed by 
where H and T are the tension and the torsion of A, and w is an arbitrary semispray 
on TM. It is worth mentioning here that all first-order natural operators trans-
forming semisprays on TM into connections on TM form a one-parameter family 
expressed by hA + kJ, where k G R and h\ is given by (3.4) (see [4] or [14]), which 
corresponds to the fact that J is the only natural soldering form on TM • 
Both the necessary and the sufficient form of deformations of (3.1) for the obtained 
connection to be associated to the given w, and the role of the strong torsion in the 
previous considerations are described in the so-called Decomposition Theorem [6]: 
for any semispray w on TM and a soldering form tp on TM such that 
(3.5) 2iw<p = w-[C,w], 
there exists a unique connection A on TM whose associated semispray is w and its 
strong torsion T = 2i/>; this connection is given by 
^A = ~ (ITTM - CWJ)+ if. 
For a related discussion of the material we refer to Sec. 6; it should be noticed 
here that the distinguished role of sprays in the above considerations can be seen 
e.g. from the local expression of (3.5): 
„ . , i . j i 19w* . ,• 
(3.6) ^ = _ - - _ ^ . 
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Notice the role played by the relationships between semisprays on TM and connec-
tions on TM in the theory of derivations of forms (even vector valued) along TM, (see 
[21] and references therein). In this situation, a semispray w is combined with the 
prolonged objects studied and the connection (3.4) coming from w is used essentially, 
as well. 
4. F I R S T AND SECOND-ORDER CONNECTIONS ON p ^ : R x M -+ R 
Let now M be an m-dimensional manifold with local coordinates redenoted (for 
some technical reasons) to (qa) on M and (qa,qa^) on TM. Fibered coordinates 
on the total space Y = R x M of the trivial bundle 7r := pr t : R x M -> R are 
consequently (t, q") with (t) being a global canonical coordinate on R. Local sections 
of 7r are evidently of the form 7 = (idR,c), where c is a curve in M. By ^ 7 t-+ 
e(0), where 7 is an arbitrary section of 7r on a neighbourhood of zero, a canonical 
isomorphism J07r = TM is realized. Analogously, by j\f t-> (t,c(t)) one gets the 
well-known isomorphism J17r = R x TM. This implies that in contradistinction to 
the general situation where 7rli0: J
1 it -» Y is an affine bundle, 
7ri,o = idR X T M : R x TM -+R x M 
is now a vector bundle with fibres TXM over (t,x). Another useful identification 
(4.1) J'TT =• V*Y 
of R x TM with the submanifold V,Y C T(R x M) of 7r-vertical vector fields on 
R x M is given by j}j >-+ j(t), and locally by i = 1. 
In this arrangement, a (first-order) connection on 7T, i.e. a section T: Y -> J1 it, 
can be identified with a 7r-vertical vector field 
(4-2) V = r°{t>qX)^ 
on R x M, which is equivalently a vector field along pr2 : R x M -> M called a 
time-dependent vector field on M. The one-dimensional 7r-horizontal distribution 
HT C TY defining the decomposition TY = Hr © V„Y, is thus generated by the 
absolute derivative Dp with respect to T, Dr = d/dt + v, where Dr = D o V with 
D = d/dt + qf^d/dq" is the formal derivative (a vector field along 7rlj0). The 
horizontal form of T is a tangent valued 1-form / i r = D r ® dt while vr = ITY - hr 
is the vertical form of T. 
The integral sections of F are the sections 7 of 7r satisfying jlry = T o 7 on its 
domain. In terms of the above identifications, integral sections of V are the 'graphs' 
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of integral curves of v (4.2), i.e. 7 = (idR ,c) such that v 0 7 = c. The corresponding 
first-order system of ODE reads 
(4.3) ^=T'(t,c
x). 
In general, the equations (4.3) are globally represented by a submanifold T(R x M) C 
R x TM; in particular, in case that v does not depend on t, this submanifold is 
R x Imu C R x TM. 
If we are interested in the structure of some other prolongations of fibrations under 
consideration we find that for 7Ti: R x TM - t R w e have 
7 ' n S R x T T M and J2TT = R x T2Af, 
where the additional induced coordinates on the first prolongation J1ni of 7Ti or 
on the second prolongation J27r of 7r are denoted by q" Afu °r 9(2) > respectively. 
Moreover, evidently T2M = JQ7T and also for 7Ti-vertical vectors on R x TM we have 
V„1 J
1 IT = R x TTM C T(R x TM); it is important to note that R x TTM is a total 
space of (idR XTTM) in the above identifications. On the other hand, by (4.1) we 
have J1 (IT o TY\V„Y) = J
1TT\ = R x TTM, however, now the presented fibration over 
R x TM is (idR xTT M) and accordingly the realization of the isomorphism 
(4.4) J\^OTY\V„Y) = VVIJ^ 
calls for the canonical involution KM •' TTM ^ TTM (see [6], [14] etc.) by ( id R , / t M ) . 
A second-order connection (briefly a 2-connection) on 7r is in accordance with [19], 
[25] a section F ' 2 ' of 7r2,i: J
27r -+ J17r, which means 
T ( 2 ) : R x TM 4 R X T2M 
in the situation studied. Any 2-connection r ' 2 ' on 7r is equivalently characterized 
by its horizontal form hr(2) = £>r(2) ® dt, where the absolute derivative Drm with 
respect to r<2> 
9 a 9 n(T d 
DTm = dt+q^d^ + r^dql') 
is a semispray on R x TM where its alternative name semispray connection comes 
from. Again, £>r(2) = D o r '
2 ' , where the formal derivative D = d/dt + qT^d/dq" + 
1(2)9/l(i) iS n o w a v e c t o r n e W along 7^4. Thus, F ' 2 ' can be identified with a one-
dimensional 7Ti-horizontal distribution Hrm = Im/i r (2), realizing a decomposition 
TJ17r = ffr(2) © Vx1J
1ir; recall that evidently Hrm C C^^, where C„10 is a 
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canonical Cartan distribution on J1n, and that the soldering forms on m realiz-
ing the deformations of 2-connections on ir are the sections of the vector bundle 
VSri.o-̂ Tr ® IT* (T*R) -4 J1 it, associated to 7r2,i, locally expressed by 
oq{1) 
Due to the previous considerations, Drm and thus r'
2^ itself can be represented 
by the (generally time-dependent) semispray 
on TM, which can be viewed as a vector field along pr2 : R x TM -» TM. Clearly, 
the autonomous situation (denoted here by w = w(qx,q{1))) means that (4.5) is an 
ordinary semispray on TM in the sense of Sec. 3. 
The integral sections of T'2 ' are the sections 7 of 7r such that j 2 7 = I^2 ' 0 jlf, 
hence they are the 'graphs' of geodesies of w from (4.5) which means 7 = (idp,c) 
such that too j x 7 = c. Consequently, the corresponding second-order system of ODE, 
represented by T(2)(R x TM) C R x T2M, is 
- 5 , - '»(_••« .-J, 
Recall that both for T and for T*2', the integral sections coincide with the maximal 
integral mappings of the corresponding horizontal distributions. 
The following ideas will appear to be profitable in Sec. 7. 
Let T: Y -* Jlw be a connection on 7r. Using the vertical functor V one gets the 
mapping VT: VVY -> V^J
1*, i.e. 1 T : R X T M - > R X TTM. With regard to (4.4) 
V r = ( i d R , K M ) o K r 
is the so-called vertical prolongation of T realizing the only connection on g := TTOTY '• 
VnY -> R naturally generated by T [13], [14]. In fact, in view of (4.1), V r is a 
connection on 7Ti: R x TM -> R, locally 
(*,?", 9<i)) ft ^*.«*.flfi).r*,----flfi] 
In particular, for time-independent v in (4.1) one gets VT = (idR,Tt>) and 
V r = (idR , t;
c), 
where vc is the complete lift of v (see e.g. [6]). 
Applying analogous ideas and isomorphisms J27Ti = R x T2TM together with 
the canonical involution KM : T
2TM -> TT2M we obtain the vertical prolongation 
VP(2 ' : J17T\ -t J2TT\ as a naturally determined 2-connection on 7ri; in coordinates 
vr (2) / dF72) , ^ ( 2 ) \ 
(«,</ ,«(i),<f,4(i)) —• I*,« ,*(i>,**,4(i).r(3),-g^--4 + | p r 4 ( i ) 
5. CONNECTIONS ON 7r1>0: R x TM - > R x M 
The first jet prolongation Jllrc\fi of TT^O is the manifold of 1-jets of (local) connec-
tions on 7T with fibered coordinates {t,qa,q?,yZa,z°), where 
-*(tfr) = ^f(y), «(#r) = f£(y). 
Since our particular concern in this paper is with the relations between autonomous 
and time-dependent situations, the following fact appears to be of importance. An 
immediate verification shows that there is a canonical inclusion 
(5.1) R x J1TM A J
1ffifl 
over J1n = R x TM. For any pair {t, j_u) g R x J V M we have x{t, jlv) = jh _ , r , 
where F and u are identified by (4.2). Local equations for x{U x J1TM) C J'TTI.O are 
thus 
(5.2) zff = 0. 
A connection on 7rii0 is a section S: J^n —> J
17^,0- The horizontal form of S is 
/iE = Z?=o ® dt + DEX (SI dg
A, where the absolute derivatives 
_d_ ~a___ D - . a 
=0 ~ 9« ~ d g ^ ' ~A ~ c V "A a_(_} 
are the generators of the 7rii0-horizontal (m+l)-dimensional distribution H-= realizing 
a decomposition TJ '7r = Hs © V„, „ J 'TT. Notice that evidently 
VKUftJ
lTr*i R x K J M . 
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The integral sections of a connection H on 7Ti,0 are (local) connections on 7r satisfying 
j ' T = H o T, which locally means a first-order system of PDE of the form 
(5.3) ~ = E"{t,qe,Te), gJ- = EJ(W,r ') , 
where E", E"x are the components of H. 
Following (5.2), any connection A on ru can be considered as a connection on 7Ti,o 
of the particular type 
(5.4) H = ( ida.A): R x T M - > x(U x JlrM), 
whose components are E" = 0, HJ = kx(q
e ,qe^). The corresponding horizontal 
form is now 
hs=I®dt+(^+AJ4;) ®d<?A=/TR+hA' 
and the integral sections can be identified with vector fields on M (cf. Sec. 2). 




of the vector bundle associated to (7Ti,0)i,o: J
1JI^I,O -* Jlit; locally 
(5.5) ip = —— ® (tpadt + <paxdq
x). 
aq{1) 
By [7], all natural soldering forms on 7ri,0 are of the form 
(5.6) kiJ + faC® dt, k1,k2eT(R) 
and the key-role played by 
S = J - C ® dt 
will become apparent below. 
According to [20], for any soldering form ip (5.5) the (p-torsion of the connection 
H on 7ri,0 is defined by 
% = [hnM-
For (p = S the corresponding S-torsion will be called a torsion, locally 
^""Tcr pi ( rY^G /)'~-,<T \ f) 
(5.7) T = - — - K ^ T ® dqu A dqx + [E°x - ^ - q m - - ^ TT^- ® dt A dq
x. 
%)%) V %) a«(i)/ dqh 
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Evidently, for 5 given by (5.4) we can see that the torsions of H and A coincide if 
and only if A is linear. 
Let C be an arbitrary semispray on R x TM. Then i(T is a soldering form on 7rli0, 
locally expressed by 
(5-8) kT = (f|«u+If<^> - S^>) 4 ; •dt 
The tension of a connection H on 7Tii0 can be defined as a soldering form 
n = cchE 
locally expressed by 
(5.9) H = ( f|^«(i) - S' ) T£T ® dt + ( pp-tfu - HJ ) - ^ - ® d«jA. 
V%) (1) J dim W ) / %) 
By means of H the family of linear connections on the vector bundle 7Tii0 can 
be characterized; namely, S is linear if and only if its tension vanishes, which by 
(5.9) means = " = $£(*,«-)«£) , SJ = ^(trf)^ with ^ = dE'/dqfa and 
*J„ = dE^/dqY^. Globally, S : Jlir -» J17ri j0 is a linear fibered morphism between 
7ri,o and (7rii0)i over Y. In particular, any linear connection A on TM defines a linear 
connection H on 7rii0 by (5.4), i.e. *£„ = K"Xll. 
According to the results of [8], there is a unique natural transformation of J1wifi 
into Jx7ri (in fact, into J27r) over Jln, which is of the form 
iJrA^(r,idR)or(y), 
where J ^ F j i d n ) means the first jet prolongation of the morphism T over R. Equiv-
alently, 
• 1 r JlK -2 
where 7 is the maximal integral section of T passing through y = (t,x). In coordinates 
(5.10) «£, o f0 = z" + zlq\x 
In particular, due to (5.1) the only natural transformation f0
M of J1TM into T
2M 
over TM is determined as 
•1 fo -
J^U I r IV O V 
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and presented here in the notation of Sections 2, 3: x* of0
M = x)xj. As an immediate 
consequence, there is a unique naturally determined 2-connection r ' 2 ' = f0 O S for 
any connection S on 7r10, called characteristic to S, whose components are 
(5.ii) r(2) = = '+=£$) . 
Evidently, the generator DrW of the characteristic distribution Hvm is just the 
semispray associated to S (cf. [6]). In particular, (5.11) implies (3.3). 
The relationship between S on 7Ti,o and its characteristic 2-connection T(2 ' on 7r is 
based on the essential property of the corresponding horizontal distributions which 
reads Hrm C Hs- This 'horizontal' considerations lead to a description of some 
indirect integration methods for the connections studied (we refer to [17] for full 
details). 
First, the integral sections of S are foliated (and thus can be 'glued together') 
by the integral manifolds of Hrm, called characteristics, which are just the first 
jet prolongations of the integral sections of r<2 ' . Secondly, if T is a (local) integral 
section of S then 
(5.12) j 1 ( r , i d R ) o r = r (
2 ' o r 
on the domain of T; in other words, T represents a (local) first-order system whose 
prolongation is just T '2 ' . According to [17], any integral section T of S is a field of 
geodesies of the characteristic F*2' which means in case of S integrable (see Sec. 6) 
that each integral section of F ' 2 ' is locally an integral section of a certain integral 
section F of S. Roughly speaking, a second-order problem for geodesies of F ' 2 ' can 
be reduced to a first-order problem for integral sections of S. In the autonomous 
situation (5.4) the fields of geodesies are exactly the vector fields parallel to A; in 
fact, (5.12) reads Tv o v = w\ o v. 
The geometry of connections on 7Ti,0 is rich in structures related, the above 'hori-
zontal' ideas can be supplemented by some 'vertical' ones. While the above consid-
erations had to do with integral sections themselves, the following ones are closely 
related to the infinitesimal symmetries (cf. Sec. 7). 
By [31], any connection S on 7Tii0 can be identified with an f (3,-I)-structure 
F= = 2/i= - hvm - / of rank 2m on J
1TT, where F<2' is the characteristic connection 
and Fi = vrm. The eigenspaces of F= are generated by the projections 
/ - Fi = hrm, \{Fl+ FS) = hs - hrm,
 l-(Fl- FS) = vs, 
hence the decomposition of TJ^n generated by 5 through F= is 
T J1K = K , „ J'TT 0 HFs ® Hrm. 
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The m-dimensional HFs = Im(/i= - hvm) = span{Z)=\} is in accordance with [6] 
called strong horizontal, which means 
V^J1* © " i % =VKlJ
xit 
Evidently 
HFs = I m / i = | i r . (yrY), 
where /i= is now regarded as a horizontal lift 7r*o(~Y) -* TJ1-K (rather than the 
projector on TJ 1 7r), which corresponds to the autonomous situation (5.4), where 
HFs coincides with H\. 
Notice finally that in terms of the characteristic connection, (5.8) can be rewritten 
to 
Ә Гť2) s \ д l
 дrІ2)\ д 
-ig*-1-*)---**^--^)^ ' '
тЧ2 '+5f'ř»- ! Г!..)ӣ: в* łИ-iг)»z в d ' ' 
which becomes important below. 
6. INTEGRALS O F 2-CONNECTIONS 
As already announced, the search for integrable connections on TTI.O with a com­
mon characteristic 2-connection on 7r might be of interest for the integration of the 
corresponding second-order ODE system. In this respect, if T ' 2 ' is a 2-connection on 
7r then any S on 7Tii0 whose characteristic connection is T<
2' will be called associated 
to F ( 2 ' and each integrable E associated to T ' 2 ' will be called an integral of T ' 2 ' . 
First we recall a local result of [17]. Suppose we are given a system {a 1,. . . , a m } 
of independent first integrals of Hvm on some open W C J
T7r, W C ff"^0(V), where 
(V,ip) is a fibered chart on Y. If in these coordinates det(da° /dqfo) ^ 0 on W, 
then by Hs = A n i h { d a 1 , . . . , d a m } an integral 3 on T^2' on W is defined whose 
components are 
_„ _ ~ da" „a _ ~ da" 
~ ~ ~ K ^ t ' - A _ " A»dq*' 
where (AJ) is the inverse matrix to (A^) = (daa/dqhs)• 
In case of global integrals, the task splits into two parts; first, global connections on 
7Tii0 associated to T^
2' must be determined and secondly, their integrability should 
be studied. In what follows we proceed analogously to [9], We have to start with a 





over J 1 ^ induced by (5.10) on the associated vector bundles. This morphism maps 
deformations of connections on 7rii0 to deformations of 2-connections on -K; in coor-
dinates 
(6.1) <P(2)°fo = <P" +<fii<l(iy 
If S 0 is a connection on 7Tii0 associated to T'
2 ' then evidently by ft=„ + ip another 
such connection is defined if and only if 
(6.2) </>ekerf0, 
and any soldering form <p on 7Tii0 satisfying (6.2) will be called admissible. Due to 
(5.6), all natural admissible soldering forms on 7Tii0 are of the form <p = kS, k e f(R). 
According to [6], 
Í-3) 7*0 = 5 ( > ¥ < > > + / - - Ч < > > 5 ) 
is a horizontal form of a connection S 0 on 7Tii0 associated to r <
2 ' . Following the 
above ideas we can state that the family of connections on 7Tii0 naturally associated 
to a 2-connection F<2' on 7r is defined by 
(6.4) hE = hEo+kS, keF(R). 
In coordinates, the components of S are 
1 drm 
(6-5) S° = 2^\ + f c W < 5 J ' H < r = r ( 2 ) - S A ^ i ) . 
This result can be compared with [30] and [9]; in fact, if we view K*(t) = 2k(t) as a 
component of a linear connection K* on r^, it is easy to verify that the connection 
(6.4) coincides with the so-called natural dynamical connection of type ft [30] for any 
volume form fl on R which is a (global) integral section of K*. Moreover, denoting 
by K the dual connection to K* on r® (i.e. K(t) = -K*(t)), we get (6.4) as the only 
.connection naturally assigned to the pair r ' 2 ' , K in the sense of [9], 
Next, the role of torsions and related structures can be discussed. Denote by 7o 
and Ho the torsion and the tension of the connection E 0 given by (6.3). By (5.7), 
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(5.8) and (5.9) one gets 
T° - i-s.44 •*"**-* 
«.= ( ^ < V r t » - i ^ . » « . ) 4 -
Let now y? be an arbitrary admissible soldering form on 7rli0. Then for the con-
nection S on 7Ti]0 defined by 
(6.6) ks = fee + <f 
we have T = To + [<P, S\, icT = 2ip, "H = Ho + £<?¥>• Hence, the following assertion 
holds. 
Proposi t ion 6 .1 . Let I^2) be a 2-connection on 7r and ip an admissible soldering 
form on 7Tii0. Then there is a unique connection S on 7Ti:0 associated to T^
2' such 
that its torsion T satisfies i(T = 2<p. 
By (6.6), this connection is defined just by 
fta = - \hrm +1 -£or(2,s) + <p. 
Now it is easy to see that if the torsion of a connection S on 7Ti,o vanishes, then 
S = S 0 for r<
2 ' being the characteristic connection to S. 
Let now w = q^d/dq" + w°(q", q^\)d/dq?^ be a semispray on TM and DTm = 
d/dt + « i a semispray on R x TM defining a 2-connection T'2) on TT. Following the 
above approach, a search for a connection A on TM associated to w is equivalent to 
a search for a connection S of type (5.4) associated to r ( 2 ) . From (6.6) we easily 
deduce that ip must satisfy 
n 1 dw" \ 
or equivalently 
which coincides with (3.6). 
п \ п 1 дw" \ 
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Following [29], certain 'homogeneous' considerations can be presented. First, in 
accordance with the autonomous situation and due to the underlying structures, a 
spray connection on 7r can be defined as a 2-connection T(2) on n whose components 
are homogeneous of order two in q^, i.e. 
dT"(2) , 
(6-7) _JVi)«--T->-
Throughout the paper, the smoothness on the zero section is assumed, hence (6.7) 
means that the functions r?2, are quadratic in q^y. 
_ i 32r-2) x 
It is easy to verify that if E is linear then its characteristic T'2' is a spray connection 
if and only if E" = 0 and conversely, the connection (6.3) associated to a spray 
connection is linear with 
1 d2rf0, 
S" =0, 
Consequently, if r '2 ' is a spray connection on 7r then (6.3) is the unique linear 
connection on 71-1,0 associated to T'2'. 
The integrability of a connection on an arbitrary fibered manifold (and thus of the 
corresponding equations) means equivalently the involutiveness of the corresponding 
horizontal distribution. Accordingly , the integrability conditions can be expressed 
among other by the vanishing of the Lie bracket of the absolute derivatives with 
respect to the connection. For a connection S on 7Tii0 it means 
(6.8) [DEO,DEX} = 0 
(6.9) [DEa,DEX]=0. 
7. SYMMETRIES 
In what follows we deal with (infinitesimal) symmetries of the ODE studied, 
i.e. with vector fields as generators of groups of transformations invariant with re-
spect to solutions. For the general case of PDE represented by connections we refer 
to [31] and references therein. 
An (infinitesimal) symmetry of a connection T on 7r (or equivalently of the time 
dependent vector field (4.2)) can be defined as a vector field 
<"» <-**+?& 
on Y which is T-related to its first prolongation 
on J 'TT, i.e. J1C,oT = TFo(. In other words, JlC, is a contact vector field (a symmetry 
of the Cartan distribution) tangent to T(Y) and thus an exterior symmetry of the 
equation T(Y) C J1n. 
It is easy to see that an arbitrary F-horizontal vector field C = fDr, f e F(Y), is 
a symmetry, which immediately means that Q on Y is a symmetry of T if and only if 
(7.2) j > r ° C ) ° r = vroi,r(c). 
In coordinates, (7.2) is represented by a system of PDE 
<"» % + &-& 
for the family of generating functions <p" = C" - F^C0 on Y, a = 1 , . . . ,m. Using 
the horizontal form of T, (7.3) can be expressed by 
(7.4) Cvriohr = 0 
and in terms of D r it reads 
(7.5) [C,DT} = -Dr(C°)DT. 
The last relation says that the symmetries of F could be defined directly as the 
symmetries of the horizontal distribution HY-
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Since ChriO^r = 0 if and only if C is 7r-projectable, the symbol of wp in (7.4) 
can be omitted under the same assumption. In view of the fact that the vanishing 
of £(hr is equivalent to Tat o ftr = ftr o Tat for the flow {at} of C, a projectable 
vector field on Y is a symmetry of F if and only if its flow permutes the integral 
sections of T. Moreover, if such a symmetry is horizontal then it moves integral 
sections along themselves while n-vertical symmetries (time-dependent fields on M, 
see Sec. 4) permute integral sections without changing their parametrization . In 
this case (7.5) reads [C,,d/dt + v]=0. 
An intrinsic role both of vertical prolongations of connections and of strong hori-
zontal distributions appears in case of vertical symmetries, the set of which we denote 
by Sym„(r) . Actually, applying the ideas of Sec. 4, (7.2) means 
(7.6) j 1 Cor = vroc 
for vertical C- Consequently, in terms of integral sections of T and Vr one gets that 
for any C 6 Sym„ ( r ) , a section 7 of 7r is an integral section of T if and only if C = C°7 
is an integral section of VI\ Moreover, C £ Sym„(F) if and only if f is an integral 
section of VF for each integral section 7 of V. 
Let 2 be a connection on 771,0 and C a vertical vector field on Y. Then JlC, 6 HFs 
locally means 
(7.7) D(C)=Z°X(\ 
and by (5.3), (7.3) and (7.7) the strong horizontal distribution HFs contains first 
prolongations of vertical symmetries of integral sections of E. 
Let T ( 2 ' be a 2-connection on 7r. Since it is a particular (holonomic) type of a 
connection on TTi, a vector field C(1) = (°d/dt + ("d/dq" + (fad/'dq"{1) on J
lir will 
be called a first-order symmetry of T<2) (or of the corresponding semispray Drw) if 
(7.8) £ v . )« ( 1 ) ) f t r < 8 ) = ° 
or equivalently 
(7.9) [(M,Drm] = -Drm(C.
0)Dri2). 




Dl^) = ^ +
 dIkDrm(^ 
ðoЛ r ә, 
'<?(!) 
for ipa = C — qf^C0- Again, by (7.8) 7Ti-projectable fields are first-order symmetries 
of r ( 2 ) if and only if their flows permute 1-jets of integral sections of T ( 2 ) . 
Within the context of the equations studied, we are mainly interested in symme-
tries acting on Y. Consequently, a vector field C (7.1) on Y is called a (zero-order) 
symmetry of r ( 2 ) if its first prolongation JXC, is the first-order one. The relation 
(7.9) now reads 
(7.11) [J1(,Drm} = -D((°)Dr(2U 
and (7.10) holds trivially. Accordingly, a mfi-projectable first-order symmetry C(1) 
is just the prolongation JXC, of the symmetry C = r7Ti,o(C(1))-
Let C be is-protectable. Then it is a symmetry of r<2) if and only if the flow of JXC, 
permutes first jets of integral sections of T ( 2 ) . Due to the definition of J1^, ( is a 
symmetry if and only if its flow permutes the integral sections of T(2) in themselves. 
Suppose the symmetries to be n-vertical and denote their set by Sym„(r ( 2 ) ) . 
Analogously to (7.6) one sees that C £ Sym„(r ( 2 )) if and only if 
j2Cor (2 ) = vr ( 2 )oj1c, 
where J2Q = J2(C,idR) is the second prolongation of C- Consequently, 7 is an 
integral section of r<2) if and only if £ = C ° 7 is an integral section of Vr ( 2 ) and 
C G Sym v ( r
( 2 ) ) if and only if £ is an integral section of VT'2) for each integral section 
7 o f r
( 2 ) . 
The presented classification enables us to describe very naturally the interrelations 
between (vertical) symmetries of a 2-connection F ( 2 ) (second-order ODE) and its field 
of geodesies V (first-order ODE) (see (5.12)). First, since any integral section of T 
is an integral section of r ' 2 ) , if C is a symmetry of T<2) then its restriction to the 
domain is a symmetry of T. Secondly, by virtue of the fact that 
j 1 ( r , i d R ) o r = r
( 2 ) o r if and only if j 1 ( v r , i d R ) o v r = v r
( 2 ) o v r 
one easily deduces that a symmetry of T is a symmetry of its prolongation T(2) o F. 
Recall the autonomous situation. In this case the considerations describe the gen-
erators of groups of transformations invariant with respect to the graphs of geodesies. 
For example, according to (7.9) a vector field C(1) on TM is a first-order symmetry 
of a semispray w on TM if [C(1), w] = 0 while according to (7.11) a vector field C on 
M is a (zeroth-order) symmetry of w if [Cc ,f] = 0. 
Notice finally that comparing the above classification e.g. with [23] or [6], the first-
order symmetries of a 2-connection are the so-called dynamical symmetries of the 
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